
Does Josh Allen Deserve a Long-Term Contract?  

By Dana Fusek 

You may not be a lifelong Buffalo Bills fan, but chances are you were rooting for them in 

the 2020-2021 NFL playoff season. Even though they have been steadily improving over the last 

few years, the team came up short in a devasting 38-24 loss to the Kansas City Chiefs in the AFC 

Championship. Part of those feelings you may have been experiencing is from watching the 

three-year veteran Josh Allen make continuous improvements, proving that he is among the 

greatest quarterbacks currently in the league.  

In the post season Josh Allen made the league aware of his contributions and been 

pursuing a long-term contract extension with the Buffalo Bills. As it stands, Allen is going into 

his fourth year on his rookie contract and hopes for more years. But what do the stats say? Does 

he deserve a heavily paid contract like fellow quarterback Patrick Mahomes who received a 10-

year contract extension with the Kansas City Chief to the tune of $21 million per year 

(Christopherson 2021)?  

The Bills Before Josh Allen 

When deciding whether Josh Allen deserves a long-term contract, we need to evaluate 

how the Bills faired before drafting the young quarterback in 2018.  

From 2007-2017, the Bills started five quarterbacks: Trent Edwards, Ryan Fitzpatrick, EJ 

Manuel, Kyle Orton, and Tyrod Taylor. The team also only saw one playoff appearance in the 

2017 season with Tyrod Taylor starting, however they didn’t make it past Wild Card Weekend.  



Talking statistically, we can measure certain aspects of a player’s success by their 

approximate value from season to season. Approximate value, created by Doug Drinen,  is 

described as “an attempt to put a single number on the seasonal value of a player at any position 

from any year” (Sports Reference). Like a quarterback rating, the formula considers passing 

yards, rushing yards, and additional bonuses to calculate a single number.  

The first chart shows the approximate value of the four Bills quarterbacks that started 

more than a single season in each of their first three years with the team.  

 

Chart 1: Bills QB Comparisons by Dana Fusek 

While the chart shows that Tyrod Taylor’s approximate value for each of the three 

seasons with the Bills was fairly consistent, Josh Allen has been on an upward trajectory charting 

the highest approximate value of any Buffalo quarterback in the last 13 years.  

Steady Improvements 

https://www.sports-reference.com/blog/approximate-value/


According to Pro Football Reference, Josh Allen’s approximate value and quarterback 

rating has increased significantly over the last three seasons. The young quarterback’s rating has 

climbed nearly 317% which is higher than Bill’s legendary quarterback, Jim Kelly, in his first 

three years. Not to mention, 2020 marked the first year that a Bills quarterback has taken the 

team to two consecutive playoffs since the 1998 and 1999 seasons. Additionally, this year 

marked the first year Buffalo made it to the division round since the 1995 NFL playoff season 

and a conference championship since the 1993 season  (https://www.pro-football-

reference.com/teams/buf/playoffs.htm). 

Josh Allen Comparisons 

In an NFL.com rating, Josh Allen ranked 5th in terms of passing among his fellow 

quarterbacks in the 2020 season, falling behind big-name quarterbacks like Aaron Rodgers, 

Patrick Mahomes, Tom Brady, and Deshaun Watson (Bhanpari, Blair et al. 2021). There are 

many key factors in evaluating and ranking quarterbacks, so if we break it down further, we can 

compare the Top 10 quarterbacks in a pie chart to see where Josh Allen fell in the metrics.  

The Bleacher Report listed a few important metrics for rating quarterbacks, but we will 

focus on four major categories: completion % in passing yards, touchdown percentage, 

interception percentage, yards per attempt, and QBR (Gagnon 2013). 

The graphic below notes Josh Allen’s numbers in each metric. Quarterbacks with a 

higher number are represented in red and those with a lower number depicted in gray. The 

exception is in the interception percentage where the colors are reversed.  

https://www.pro-football-reference.com/players/A/AlleJo02.htm
https://www.pro-football-reference.com/teams/buf/playoffs.htm
https://www.pro-football-reference.com/teams/buf/playoffs.htm
https://www.nfl.com/news/qb-index-ranking-the-59-starting-quarterbacks-of-the-2020-nfl-season
https://bleacherreport.com/articles/1691533-which-metric-matters-most-when-evaluating-nfl-quarterbacks


 

Chart 2: Quarterback Comparisons by Dana Fusek 

Notably, Josh Allen came within the top 3 quarterbacks completing 69% of his passes 

this year. Allen’s pass completion is only a small percentage over high-profile quarterbacks, 

Aaron Rodgers and Deshaun Watson, completing 70.7% and 70.2% of their passes respectively. 

He also ranked among the top 5 quarterbacks in terms of yards per attempt, calculating 7.9 y/a.  

Let us move on to QBR. ESPN’s Dean Oliver describes QBR as a “statistical measure 

that incorporates the contexts and details of… throws and what they mean for wins.” (Oliver 

2011) QBR factors in win probability, expected points, dividing credit among teammates, clutch 



index (big plays that are essential in determining win probability in tight situations), and 

defensive adjustment. (Oliver 2011) 

 

Chart 3: 2020 QBR Comparisons by Dana Fusek 

According to the Pro Football Reference rating, Josh Allen had the 4th highest 

quarterback ranking in the 2020 season. Allen beat out some of the highest paid quarterbacks in 

the league including Russell Wilson who currently has a $35 million contract, Ryan Tannehill at 

$25.9 million, and even Tom Brady who acquired a $25 million contract with Tampa Bay (Kang 

2020).  



Conclusion 

When factoring in the Bills less than successful seasons before Josh Allen, his noted 

improvements each year, and his comparison to other highly ranked quarterbacks in 2020, it is 

safe to stay that the 24-year-old quarterback would be deserving of a higher paying contract. 

However, he will have to work hard in the final year of his rookie contract particularly in terms 

of his touchdown and interception percentages. 

2021 Update 

On August 6th, 2021 details finally emerged of Josh Allen’s new contract. It was 

announced that Josh Allen and The Buffalo Bills agreed to a six-year contract extension. The 

grand total equated to $258 million with $150 million guaranteed. This makes Allen one of the 

highest paid quarterbacks in NFL history (Louis-Jacques 2021).I mentioned earlier, that Patrick 

Mahomes had received a 10-year contract extension earlier this year, so how do the two contracts 

compare? Below is a chart that visuals each player’s contract value year-by-year between 2021-

2029 as Allen’s contract expires. 



 

Chart 4: Contract Value Comparison by Dana Fusek 

While Patrick Mahomes has a longer contract, Josh Allen will end up making more money than 

Mahomes in his first two years and the amount stays consistent throughout the eight years. Once 

Allen’s contract ends, he will have made about $285,550,000 while Mahomes will have made 

about $285,325,000 (Florio 2021).  

Chart Links 

Chart 1- https://infogram.com/bills-3-year-qbs-1hzj4o38900vo4p?live  

Chart 2- https://infogram.com/josh-allen-qb-comparisons-1hxr4zx7yxxmq6y?live 

Chart 3- https://infogram.com/josh-allen-qb-comparisons-1hxr4zx7yxxmq6y?live  

Chart 4- https://infogram.com/josh-allen-vs-patrick-mahomes-1h8n6m30r0nvj4x?live  

https://infogram.com/bills-3-year-qbs-1hzj4o38900vo4p?live
https://infogram.com/josh-allen-qb-comparisons-1hxr4zx7yxxmq6y?live
https://infogram.com/josh-allen-qb-comparisons-1hxr4zx7yxxmq6y?live
https://infogram.com/josh-allen-vs-patrick-mahomes-1h8n6m30r0nvj4x?live
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